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FOREST NEWS
Equipment. Jim Hay’s long chase after Nife cell cable has at last proved successful and he has purchased a
reel. The cable was made available through industrial contacts, as a favour only, and it has been
emphasised that it will be a long time before the favour will be repeated.
Cables, new -

cut lengths 4ft 6ins long 30p each.
Complete with terminals ( available soon ) 60p

Some 2 bulb headsets ( without bulbs ) for converting Edisons 25p each.
Main bulbs 361k new 20p each ( for 3 cells )
Dip bulbs 3.5 V 0.3A new 5p.
Main bulbs for 2 cells, second hand 10p.
Dip
“ “
“
“
“ 5p.
Caustic potash in liquid form, made up to the correct SG crystals only, are available from the club. Contact
Jim Hay or John Court for these items.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
Orpheus Caving Club newsletter. New Series Vol 7 No’s 11 and 12.
The British Caver. Vol 57 January 1972.
CRG Newsletter No 128 January 1972
CRG Transactions, Vol 14 No 1.
The Irish Caver, No 2, 1967.
The Speleodes.

COLDWELL SWALLET
After last months newsletter a s mall party visited the swallet for another look and to check the condition.
The lower end is now fully silted, Ian’s dig was thought to be not very promising though the small tube
running back under the surface stream looked much more likely.
CURSITS AGAIN
Four masochists visited the cave on a recent Wednesday evening , they entered at 8.15 and were out by
9.35
( is this a record ? ) No problems except for a bat that fell on Andrew Phillips. Quite a lot of draught about
but the direction was not determined.
BARBEQUE CHURN
Jim Hay has been helping Ray Wright drive a short tunnel to make a circular tour in the show mine.
Breakthrough point was within a foot of alignment, a good proof of surveying accuracy. The mine will be
open to the public this Easter and is well worth a visit. A ringed lesser horse-shoe ( ring No. Glos 473 ), a
Natterers in a shot-hole and a Long Eared bat have been in the mine of late, they must be deaf or suffering
from shell shock after all that banging.
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COMMITTEE CHANGE
Andy Solari has been co-opted on to the committee to fill the position of treasurer, his address is :Fir Tree Cottage Wigpool,

TRIPS
Sunday 9th April. Cave Rescue Practice, details to be announced.
Sunday 23rd April. Ogof Dydd Braff. A photographic trip and dry. Leaves Saturday night and stay at
SMC hut at Newport, Salop.
Sat / Sun 13 / 14th May. South Wales weekend . Note only four went to the last SW weekend and the club
had to pay the extra 24/- for beds. Please make every effort to attend.

FOR SALE
Set of plastic covered, wall mounting, racks. A left over from Cave Rescue Christmas sales. Price is
negotiable, see Jim Hay.

WHO’S WHO
Who’s having tests ?
Who locked herself out in her pyjamas ?
Which wife goes caving the most ?
Who got the dirtiest ?

IN MEMORIAM
In Mitcheldean church yard there is an interesting headstone fast crumbling away and may be connected
with the faint note on the Wigpool Iron Mine map that read “ three men killed here “ It would be
worthwhile to check old records to get the story. The inscription is :In affectionate remembrance
William Bosely Yemme
Who was killed in Wigpool Mine Pit by the
Falling of a stone weighing 5 tons
August 8th 1872
In the 18th year of his age.
He cometh like a flower and is cut down. JOB XIV VERSE 2
Rather an understatement !
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CLAY TOBACCO PIPES
One of the few items left by the ‘ old men ‘ in the mines and much sought after by the modern caver, are
the remains of clay tobacco pipes. They are usually broken and only are found complete when its owner
had cached it in a convenient ledge and forgotten to retrieve it at the end of the shift. The miner broke the
stem off quite close to the bowl to make these pipes handier in confined spaces but the ‘ mortality rate ‘ of
clay pipes was still very high, as was seen when Wigpool mine was re-opened, many were found, often
near a pile of chicken bones were the miner had had his ‘ bait ‘. One old miner must have been quite an
addict as his broken pipe was discovered with a temporary repair, this was a ball of clay joining the two
halves of the stem, but it managed to last for 300 years.
Clay pipes are our chief means of accurate dating of mine workings, pottery and glass being much rarer,
were there are no maps or other records available. A good example of dating by pipes was the area north
east of Lost Churn in Old Ham, this was thought to be 1850 - 70 but a pipe discovered in blocked off
workings was found to have been made in 1730 by a Mr Ben Legg at Brosely in Shropshire.
Tobacco smoking was introduced to this country by the Elizabethan, Sir Walter Raleigh etc, and quickly
spread so that what in 1573 was a new craze by 1604 was so widespread that King James lost his temper
and issued a Counterblast to Tobacco which was ignored in true British tradition. In 1619 the Worshipful
Company of Tobacco Pipe makers received a charter and pipes were made in considerable quantities at this
time.
Up to 1640 records are scarce but from then on much more information is available. Bristol, Chester and
Brosley were manufacturing centres at this time, and it is from Broseley that the oldest pipes found in the
Forest come from, these were found in Old Bow formations and date around 1640. The severn may have
been the trade route, iron going up river and manufactured goods coming down.
The first pipes were handmade but two piece moulds were soon made, the earliest known are of brass and
were made in the seventeenth century. The clay was rolled in blanks to shape, a wire was then threaded
down the stem and then placed in a mould which was then placed in a special press, a handle was pulled
down and a stopper entered the mould to form the bowel - it was then cut and trimmed, the wire withdrawn
and the pipe was ready for firing.
There are two main factors to consider in dating a pipe. First the size which tends to get steadily larger
until the end of the eighteenth century when it again decreases. However size is not the only factor as very
large pipes do occur at early dates. Secondly the shape alters constantly, not only with the period but, to a
lesser degree, with the place. At the turn of the seventeenth century there is one major change in the profile
of the pipe, namely the angle of the lip of the bowel relative to the stem, ceases to become acute and
remains parallel with the stem from then on.
References :- The archaeological news letter Vol . 3. No. 10
The archaeological and economical history of British clay
Tobacco Pipes. A Oswold.

Roger Bailey.
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LLANELLY QUARRY AND ALL THAT
Another Wednesday evening trip and this time John Elliott excelled himself. After taking us on a tour of
the Clydach Valley we eventually arrived at Llanelly Quarry and proceeded to change. “ It’s a dry trip “
says John, donning his wet suit. Daph was the only one still to have faith in him and had only brought dry
clothes. We restrained her from strangling hi m and followed a stream up through the quarry. John didn’t
remember ant stream, but then it was in the middle of summer when he was there last, and even then, he
admitted, he had got fairly wet. This time he actually took us straight to the entrance. He climbed down a
few feet but didn’t disappear from sight.
After a few minutes silence John declared the cave gone. He had found the entrance this time but lost the
cave ! I’ m afraid we didn’t believe him so I climbed down to have a look, and sure enough a landslip
above the entrance had run in taking some boulders with it and completely blocked the entrance rift.
We walked back to the cars and left the 100ft of ladder needed for the cave there and decided to try and
walk down to Shakespeare Cave as we reckoned we were almost directly above it. ( Llanelly Quarry Pot is
supposed to feed Shakespeare ) We went straight down the grassy bank which was pretty steep, and
eventually found a path running alongside the valley stream and about 20ft above it. If we had attempted
this in daylight I don’t think we would have done it as the descent was really steep and the stream was a
raging torrent below us. We followed the path ( which looked something like an old tram-road at this
point)
Downstream John then decided to prove he did have some sense of direction and pointed out that we were
now level with the “ Heads of the valleys “ road, so we were too far down stream. We reversed our way
and continued upstream for some way past where we had joined the path.
In places the path was almost non existent and John showed us how to do a belly slide and almost went into
the flooded stream. All though we still couldn’t recognise anything, we carried on and eventually arrived at
Shakespeare stream. By this time we reckoned it must be getting pretty late so we went into Shakespeare
instead of carrying on up the valley to Ogof Clogwen as previously planned ( John again walked past the
entrance without seeing it ) We went to the duck and then made our way back up the Shakespeare valley
hoping to regain the top road. We left the stream and scrambled up a large boulder scree from an old
quarry all very steep, and we arrived on a disused railway track. We then followed our intrepid leader
along the track, onto the road and straight back to the cars. It was in fact only just gone 10 pm so we made
a rapid change and went to the nearest pub and amused the locals for half an hour. As it was still early we
all agreed it would se a precedent if we returned home so we went to Symonds Yat Rock to show Colin the
view and have our sandwiches and coffee. Colin did not seem very impressed, which was not really
surprising as we were now surrounded by thick mist. After a hilarious time chatting ( Daph and Heather
were in top form ) we made our way home to arrive at a more respectable time of 1.15 am.

Diana Court.
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SOUTH WALES WEEKEND - 19 / 20TH FEBRUARY
The weekend was disappointing from the numbers that failed to turn up but was very good from the caving
point of view. It is tempting to think that perhaps the two go together.
Hard luck though on those that wanted to go but were told that all the beds were booked.
Roger Solari and I travelled down together on the Friday night knowing that John and Di wouldn’t be there
until the Saturday evening but expecting half a dozen others. When the Gwynn closed and no one else had
come, we were puzzled but thought that the others might arrive on the Saturday morning. Roger had his
trip arranged as a continuation of some work started the previous weekend but I expected to do a trip
elsewhere.
As time passed on the Saturday morning it became obvious that no one else would turn up and I began to
look for alternatives. Fortunately there turned out to be room on Rogers trip and eventually three of us,
Roger and myself, set of to look at some new extensions in the Piccadilly area of OFD II.
Cwm Dwr was passed quickly except for looking at a large rock in the end of the Jama that seemed to have
moved and we paused in the Smithy area. While the other two looked at a boulder choke, I slid into a s mall
hole that only went as far as a 40ft pitch down and then tried to return. After some effort and resolutions to
slim, I had to admit defeat and ask for a pull out. Some extra tackle was then collected from the previous
week and we moved on to the Piccadilly area. On the way down, Roger spotted some stemples in the roof
and asked about them - Hywell wasn’t too explicit about them but we gathered that they had been used in
the initial exploration of the new series.
The entrance to the new series was up a 40ft pitch with a very awkward top and bags of mud - Hywell was
first up and then lined up me and Roger. At the top we could see the use of the stemples along an eight foot
wide rift and were glad that the ladder was in place. Part of the ladder was removed for use and we carried
on up the rift passage. Around the first corner, Hywell put on a life-line and crossed a traverse to lay a
hand line - very desirable over the 40ft drop. At the top of the traverse we reached the limit of the previous
weeks exploration where the passage climbed steeply up over a calcite flow. Hywell had a yearning to
climb this flow so he set off with my line on him while Roger went to look at the boulder choke at the other
end of the passage. Hywell was clinging like a spider half way up the flow when the boulder choke Roger
was on took exception to being stepped on and moved out of the way. This deposited Roger in a heap
somewhat lower down and unfortunately with a badly cut hand.
At this point things became slightly confused as Roger was badly shaken but Hywell and I were unable to
help. However, Roger was able to join us under his own steam while we sorted ourselves out and he soon
recovered after being dosed liberally with chocolate. Hywell decided that it was taking too long to climb
the flow so went back over the traverse with it.
During all the mucking about I pulled off a waist length and heard my crab descend the 60ft pitch beneath
us. Hywell recommended not using it again after this treatment but we decided to recover it later so that I
could sell it to Malcolm.
With a maypole, the pitch up the flow was easy and all three of us set off up a large passage climbing at
about 50 degrees. Soda law met us after about 100ft when a very large boulder choke appeared and
digging showed it to be very solid and draft free - very disappointing. On the opposite side of the chamber
was signs of a small inlet and after I had chickened out, Hywell demonstrated a further spider act over the
top of about a 160ft drop. This didn’t go so we returned to the maypole and went to look for the lost crab.
This involved a short climb with a ladder climb down into a lower passage where the crab was recovered.
This passage was blocked by the inevitable boulder choke at top and bottom but the top choke was passed
fairly easily. The 50ft of passage beyond was very pretty but finished again in a boulder choke. Some side
passages were looked at but all terminated in what seems to be a very extensive boulder choke.
At the top of the ladder climb Hywell asked for help in removing the stemples and Roger promptly claimed
ha was injured. After seeing Roger down the pitch, Hywell demonstrated the art of traversing a wide
passage by using an eight foot maypole to balance against the opposite wall. I was not impressed.
However, all went well and we recovered all the tackle to lower to Roger and then descend to join him.
The trip out was very slow as we were carrying twice as much tackle, Rog had a bad hand and I was
knackered. Cwm Dwr was twice as long as usual , much wetter and I think we were all glad to get out but
pleased to see new passages of such size.
Cont
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On the Saturday night, John and Di turned up and we made plans for the Sunday trip. This was to be a
through trip from OFD I to OFD II which is probably the deepest through trip in the country at around
700ft.
After a lazy start on the Sunday we got into our stride and enjoyed a wet through trip of 3 ½ hours with no
problems at all. This just nicely rounded off a good weekend.
Two other things to note at South Wales - Bill Little was out of hospital after his accident and looked well
but will have to go back in for a further operation. The other is that Cwm Dwr Jama and the boulder choke
appear to be on the move. Some big movements have taken place and, it is possible the boulder choke
doesn’t appear to have moved, it is possible that the side wall of the Jama is being pushed towards the
Shacks area by the pressure of the boulders. SWCC were recommending parties not to use the Cwm Dwr OFD II connection.
Jim Hay.
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BUCHSHAFT SCOWLE HOLES
We had thought that the authorities concerned with filling in the holes at Buckshaft did not require any
further work by the club in the area. This was particularly because we were rather slow in providing the
information we said we would provide although the info did appear to be welcome. However we have been
asked to do some more work in the area and this article is to ask for some help in surveying the important
holes. Enclosed is a map of the area showing the holes and their identification numbers. These numbers
can be found close to the holes, normally on the nearest tree but sometimes on the entrance rock.
There are four main problem holes or groups of holes, hole ( 2 - 3 and 4 ) holes ( 6a and 6b ) hole 8a and
hole 19.
Holes 2 - 3 and 4 - these are the deepest and most dangerous and it would appear that the only way to block
them off would be to cap them or block them at a shallow depth and fill. For this reason, the hole needs
surveying in the surface area and down to a possible blockage site. As it is also a very interesting hole, it
badly needs photographing before it is lost.
Holes 6a and 6b - this is the well known Buckshaft Scowle Hole and its back entrance. This one will
probably be in-filled from the surface but it needs surveying to estimate the amount of fill needed.
Photo’s also needed before it goes.
Hole 8a - this one appears to have been used as a children’s den but also but also has an 80ft shaft in it.
This one has been surveyed but is worth a visit to see what lies just under the surface path.
Hole 19 - this is the hole that the Water Board tried to fill but lost all their fill in. This hole is extremely
large under ground and, as well as being surveyed, we need an accurate measurement of the roof thickness.
The decision can then be made as to whether or not to knock the roof in.
So there it is - the club is being asked to do some useful work for a number of authorities including the one
that controls access to the majority of our mines and caves. Most of the work so far has been done by half
a dozen that now need help.
PLEASE - if you can spare a Wednesday evening, borrow the surveying equipment and go and make some
maps. If you can’t draw at least go and take some photo’s for the club. We will even pay you for them.
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